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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 This document sets out the London Borough of Havering‟s Policy (the 

„Policy‟) regarding the regulation of sex establishments and the 
procedure relating to applications for sex establishment licences. 

 
1.2 This document relates to applications for sex establishment licences 

covering: 
 

 Sex entertainment venues 

 Sex cinemas 

 Sex shops 

 Hostess bars 

 Sex encounter establishment 
 

 
1.3 In determining this policy, the Council has been mindful of possible 

concerns of the local community and that there can be conflict between 
applicants and objectors.  The Policy will guide the Council when 
considering applications for licences in balancing the conflicting needs of 
commercial interests, patrons, employees, residents and communities. 
Please refer to Section 5 for more details. 

 
1.4 The procedure sets out: 
 

 The process for making an application, and 

 The process the Council will follow in considering and determining an 
application for a sex establishment. 
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2. Consultation 
 
2.1  In developing the policy for the three kinds of sex establishment (sex 

shop, sex cinema, and sex entertainment venue); the Council has had 
regard to Schedule 3 of the local Government (Miscellaneous 
Provision) Act 1982, as provided under the Policing and Crime Act 
2009.  This Sex Establishments Licensing Policy was subject to 
widespread consultation. 
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3. Definitions 
 
The Act 
This refers to Schedule 3 of the Local Government Miscellaneous Provisions 
Act 1982 (as amended by the Policing and Crime Act 2009). 
 
The Policy 
This refers to the Sex Establishment Licensing Policy. 
 
Relevant locality 
This is the locality where premises are situated or where the vehicle, vessel or 
stall is going to be used. The locality and the area that this covers is a matter 
for the local authority to decide. This Council has determined that each ward 
within the borough represents a relevant locality for the purposes of decision 
making. The Council may have regard to the area of more than one 
locality/ward. 
 
Character of the relevant locality 
The character or characteristics of the locality where the premises are situated 
will be instrumental in determining whether or not the grant of a licence will be 
appropriate.  This is a proper matter for the Council to consider based on local 
knowledge, factors and circumstances. 
 
The Council 
This means the London Borough of Havering 
 
Display of nudity 
This means: 

 In the case of a woman: exposure of her nipples, pubic area, 
genitals or anus; and  

 In the case of a man: exposure of his pubic area, genitals or anus. 
 
Hostess Bar 
This means 
(a) any premises used for a business which consists, whether in whole or in 

part, of the offering, expressly or by implication, whether on payment of a 
fee or not, of the provision of companions for customers on the 
premises; or  

(b) any premises in respect of which any impression, by whatever means, is 
given to customers, or potential customers, that a performance, 
entertainment, service, exhibition or other experience of a sexual nature 
is available on the said premises; or  

(c) any premises in respect of which any impression, by whatever means, is 
given to customers, or potential customers, that alcoholic refreshments 
are available on the said premises despite the premises not being the 
subject of a premises licence or a club certificate under the 2003 Act.  
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The Licensed Premises 
This is a premises, vessel, vehicle or stall which is subject to a sex 
establishment licence. The premises will be in possession of all appropriate 
consents and permissions required for operating. 

Note that licences are not required for the sale, supply or demonstration of 
birth control items. 
 
The Organiser 
This is any person who is responsible for the organisation or management of 
the relevant entertainment or the premises. 
 
Permitted hours 
These are the hours of activity and operation that have been authorised under 
a sex establishment licence.  
 
Sex articles 
A sex article is anything for use in connection with or for stimulating or 
encouraging sexual activity or acts of force or restraint which are associated 
with sexual activity. 
 
Sex Cinema 
A sex cinema is any premises, vessel, vehicle or stall used to a significant 
degree for the exhibition of moving pictures however produced, which are 
concerned primarily with the portrayal of, or primarily deal with or relate to or 
intending to stimulate or encourage sexual activity or genital organs or urinary 
excretory function. 
 
Sex Encounter Establishment 
 
(a) premises at which performances which are not unlawful are given by one 

or more persons present and performing, which wholly or mainly 
comprise the sexual stimulation of persons admitted to the premises 
(whether by verbal or any other means); or 

(b) premises at which any services which are not unlawful and which do not 
constitute sexual activity are provided by one or more persons who are 
without clothes or who expose their breasts or genital, urinary or 
excretory organs at any time while they are providing the service; or 

(c) premises at which entertainments which are not unlawful are provided by 
one or more persons who are without clothes or who expose their 
breasts or genital, urinary or excretory organs during the entertainment; 
or 

(d) premises (not being a sex cinema) at which pictures are exhibited by 
whatever means (and whether or not to the accompaniment of music) in 
such circumstances that it is reasonable for the appropriate authority to 
decide that the principal purpose of the exhibition, other than the 
purpose of generating income, is to stimulate or encourage sexual 
activity or acts of force or restraint associated with sexual activity 
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Sexual Entertainment Venue 
A sexual entertainment venue is any premises where any live performance or 
any live display of nudity is of such a nature that, regardless of financial gain, 
it must reasonably be assumed to have been provided solely or mainly for the 
purpose of sexually stimulating any member of the audience. 
 
Sex Shop 
A sex shop is any premises, vehicle, vessel or stall used for a business which 
consists to a significant degree of selling, hiring, exchanging, lending, 
displaying or demonstrating sex articles or other things intended for use in 
connection with or for stimulating or encouraging sexual activity or acts of 
force or restraint which are associated with sexual activity. 
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4. Policy Consideration 
 

1 The London Borough of Havering is a borough with an ancient history 
and an exciting future. Havering is one of the largest boroughs in 
Greater London, with a population of around 237900 (from the last 
census) and an area approaching 40 square miles, half of which is in 
the Green Belt. It is located on the periphery of North East London. The 
area has good road and rail links. To the north and east the borough is 
bordered by the Essex countryside, to the south by a three mile River 
Thames frontage, and to the west by the neighbouring boroughs of 
Redbridge and Barking & Dagenham. 

 
2 The name 'Havering' devolves from the Royal Liberty of Havering, to 

which Edward IV granted a charter in 1465. Edward the Confessor was 
the first notable person to have a connection with the area. He 
occupied the royal house in the village of Havering atte Bower. 

 
3 Havering has a lively cultural scene, centred on the Queen's Theatre 

and the Fairkytes Arts Centre. There is a Museum in Romford town 
centre. Leisure facilities are second to none, with three leisure centres 
with state-of-the-art equipment and facilities. The borough is also a 
great place to shop. There are 250,000 regular shoppers in Romford 
town centre alone. In addition to Romford there are small local 
shopping centres in Harold Hill, Collier Row, Hornchurch, Cranham, 
Upminster, Elm Park and Rainham. See map appendix 2 

 

The Councils Vision 
The Corporate Plan 2011-14 sets out the Council‟s Agenda. The Council‟s 
ambition for Havering is simply to provide our residents with the highest 
quality of life in London. 
 

 This “Living Ambition” is underpinned by five goals: 

 Goal for environment: Ensuring a clean, safe and green borough. 

 Goal for learning: Achieving excellence in education and learning. 

 Goal for towns and communities: To provide opportunities for all 
from economic, social and cultural activity. 

 Goal for value: To deliver high customer satisfaction and a stable 
Council tax and value for money from all sector service providers. 

 Goal for individuals: To value and enhance the lives of every 
individual. 

 
4.5 Licensing relates to a number of different aspects of the community 

strategy. Licensing in Havering will, as far as possible, embrace the 
vision and act to support its achievement. 
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4.6 The Community Safety strategy vision for Havering is to create a safe, 
welcoming, healthier and more prosperous place where people choose 
to live, work and visit. 

 
4.7 The mission of the Havering Community strategy is to: 

 

 Create a thriving successful and healthy community for all 

 Make Havering an inclusive place in which to live, work and visit 

 Create a dynamic, prosperous economy driven by a well educated 
and trained workforce 

 Create a good quality of life in Havering for now and the future, 
through actions that contribute locally, nationally and internationally 
to sustainable development.  

 
4.8 The Council aims to integrate this policy with the objectives of the 

Havering community strategy so that it contributes to achieving the 
vision of the borough. As such and with reference to appendix 1 , the 
provision of sex establishments is considered by this Council to 
contradict and undermine its stated aims. The Council‟s „nil per ward 
policy‟ responds to this concern and in addition to the above is based 
on the following borough factors which justify this safeguarding 
regulatory step: 

 
Ward profiles 
Borough profile 
 
Locations of: 
Premises attracting vulnerable people such as GP surgeries and 
addiction centres 
Areas and premises attracting families such as leisure and sport 
facilities and play spaces, parks and open spaces 
Premises attracting young people such as schools, nurseries and other 
education establishments 
Places of worship  

 
4.9  It is the Council‟s view that having regard to each ward and recognising 

that because of the mix of uses, the character, the strategic vision and 
the existing locations of particular types of premises in those wards, it 
would be inappropriate for sex establishments to be located in its 
wards.  The association that sex establishments have with the part of 
the „sex industry‟ and adult entertainment means that they are not 
suitable for location in those parts of the borough associated with 
commerce, family retail and entrepreneurship, nor are they appropriate 
for location in residential areas or areas frequented by families and 
children. 
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4.10 Working with our partners in Health, Education, the Police and the 
business and voluntary sectors, the Council will continue to ensure that 
it reasonably and proportionately reflects the needs of its local 
communities through:  

 
Continued consultation will take place by responding to complaints and 
by reviewing the policy in 5 years. 
The promotion of a consistent and fair approach to regulation 
Consultation with the police and other agencies as appropriate, to 
establish protocols for effective enforcement. 

 
4.11 The Council understands that the co-ordination and integration of 

policies, strategies and initiatives is important. This policy takes 
account of, and is supported by, other Council policies and relevant 
legislation mentioned below.  Through partnership working, the Council 
will seek to secure the proper integration of its policy with other 
licensing policies, local crime prevention, planning, tourism, cultural 
strategies and any other plans introduced for the management of town 
centres and the nigh time economy. 

 
4.12 This policy has therefore had regard to: 
 

Havering Community Strategy 
 
Havering‟s Enforcement Policy 
 
Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 
 
The Human Rights Act 1998 
 
The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 
 
Havering‟s Statement of Licensing Policy (Licensing Act 2003) 
 
Havering‟s Statement of Principles (Gambling Act 2005) 
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5. General Policy 
 
Principles to be applied 
 
5.1 Specific mandatory grounds for refusal of all licence are set out in the 

Act. 
 
A licence cannot be granted: 

i. to anyone under 18 years of age 
ii. to someone who has held a licence that was revoked in 

the last  12 months ( from the date of revocation) 
iii. to someone who has been refused a new or renewal of a  

licence within the last 12months ( from the date of making 
the application) 

iv. to an individual who is not resident in an EEA (European 
Economic Area) state or has not been resident for 6  
months prior to the making of an application 

v. to a company not incorporated in an EEA state.  
 

5.2 The Council has determined that the following principles will apply 
 

5.2.1 The Council has set a limit on the number of sex 
establishments that it thinks is appropriate for its relevant 
localities. The Council treats each ward in the borough as a 
relevant locality.  Having regard to its analysis, the Council 
has determined that the appropriate numbers of sex 
establishments for each ward is as follows: 

 

Wards Appropriate number 

Brooklands 0 

Cranham 0 

Elm Park 0 

Emerson park 0 

Gooshays 0 

Hacton 0 

Harold Wood 0 

Havering Park 0 

Heaton 0 

Hylands 0 

Mawneys 0 

Petitts 0 

Rainham and Wennington 0 

Romford Town 0 

St Andrews 0 

South Hornchurch 0 

Squirrels Heath 0 

Upminster 0 
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5.3 There is no right of appeal against a decision based on this element of 
the Policy 

 

Other Considerations 
 
General 
 
5.54 Every application will be considered on its merits on a case by case 

basis in determining applications to grant, refuse, renew, transfer or 
vary a licence. 

 
5.5 The applicant must effectively address the policies on the appropriate 

number and the character of the relevant locality/ward in order for any 
grant of an application to be considered. 

 
5.6 Sex establishments are not to be functionally visible to passers by on 

retail thoroughfares or pedestrian routes.  
 
5.7 The Council shall have regard to all relevant considerations, including 

any representations received and comments made by: 
 

Ward Councillors 
Members of Parliament 
Police 
Fire Brigade 
Planning  
Environmental Health 
Community Safety 
Licensing Authority 
Children Services 
Interested parties (local residents/businesses) 
Any representations made by the applicant. 
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New Applications 
 
5.8 The Council may also refuse a licence if: 
 

a) the applicant is unsuitable to hold a licence because they have 
been convicted of an offence or for any other reason 

b) were the licence to be granted, renewed or transferred, the 
business to which it relates would be managed or carried on for 
the benefit of a person other than the applicant, who would have 
been refused a licence if they had applied themselves 

c) the number of sex establishments or sex establishments of a 
particular kind in the relevant locality at the time the application 
is determined is equal to or exceeds the number which the 
authority consider is appropriate for that locality (please refer to 
paragraph 5.2) 

d) (i)the grant or renewal of a licence would be inappropriate 
having regard to: the character or the relevant locality 
(ii) The use to which any premises in the vicinity are put or 
(iii)The layout, character or condition of the premises, vehicle, 
vessel - all in respect of which the application is made. 

 
5.9 The Council shall not normally grant a licence to operate as a sex 

establishment if the character of the surrounding area to the proposed 
licenced premises is such that granting a licence is considered 
inappropriate. 

 
5.10 The Council shall not normally grant a licence to operate as a sex 

establishment where there are residentially occupied premises, schools 
(including nursery groups) and other places/access routes used to a 
significant degree by children or young persons, or places of worship 
within 100 metres of the premises seeking a licence. 

 
5.11    The Council may also have regard to the following factors: 
 

 The proximity of residents to the premises, including any 
sheltered housing and accommodation for vulnerable persons. 

 The proximity of educational establishments to the premises 

 The proximity of places of worship to the premises 

 Access routes to and from schools, play areas, nurseries, 
children's centres or similar premises 

 The proximity to shopping centres 

 The proximity to community facilities/ halls and public buildings 
such as swimming pools, leisure centres, public parks, youth 
centres/clubs ( this list is not exhaustive) 

 The potential impact of the licensed activity on crime and 
disorder and public nuisance 
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 The potential cumulative impact of licensed premises in the area 
taking into  account the days and hours of operation of the 
activity and the character of the locality where the premises are 
situated 

 The nature and concerns of any objections received from 
residents/establishments objecting to the licence application 

 Any evidence of complaints about noise and/or disturbance 
caused by the premises 

 Current planning permission/planning requirements on the 
premises 

 Any current planning policy considerations 

 Proximity of other sex establishments 

 Whether there is planned regeneration of the area 

 Any current licensing permissions related to the premises in 
relation to activities, uses and hours 

 Comments /observations of the Police and Council personnel, 
including compliance with licensing conditions, relevant history 
(including noise complaints) together with details of previous 
convictions/prosecutions pending. 

 The suitably and fitness of an applicant to hold a licence.  In 
determining suitability  for a licence, the Council shall normally 
take into account: 

 
a) Previous knowledge and experience of the applicant 
b) Any evidence of the operation of any existing/previous 

licence held by the applicant, including any licence held in 
any other borough 

c) Any report about the applicant and management of the 
premises received from objectors or the police and any 
criminal convictions or cautions of the applicant 

d) Any other relevant reason. 
 
5.12 The above factors are not an exhaustive list of considerations but are 

merely indicative of the types of factors which may be considered in 
dealing with an application. 

 
5.13 All applications for new licences for sex establishments, as described 

in the Act shall be referred to the Licensing Sub-committee for 
decision. 

 
Renewal Applications 
 
5.14 Where a licence was in existence before the introduction of this 

Policy, this Policy will become a consideration when the licence is 
due for renewal. 
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5.15 When considering a renewal application the Council may take into 

account the criteria set out at paragraph 5.10, and: 

 The type of activity to which the application relates 

 The duration of the proposed licence 

 The days and hours of the operation of the activity 

 The layout and condition of the premises 

 The use to which other premises in the vicinity are put 

 The character of the locality in which the proposed premises are 
situated 

 The levels of crime and disorder in the area 

 Past demonstrable adverse impact from the activity 

 Whether appropriate measures have been agreed and put into 
effect by the applicant to mitigate any adverse impacts 

 
5.16 It should be noted that the Council in applying its decision-making 

discretion may consider it appropriate to refuse the renewal of the 
licence even where there has been no change in the character of the 
relevant locality or in the use to which any premises in the locality are 
put. 

 
5.17 If a renewal application is not opposed, it shall be approved under 

authority delegated to relevant officer(s). All contested applications 
for renewal, as described in the Act shall be referred to the Licensing 
Sub-committee for decision. 

 
Variation Applications 
 

5.18 Where an application is made to vary any of the terms and conditions 
on an existing licence, whether on renewal or not, the Council will 
take into account the criteria as set out in paragraphs 5.10 and 5.14. 

 
 
Licensing Act 2003 
5.19      Sex establishment premises will need a separate licence to sell    
alcohol but may not need a licence for any other form of regulated 
entertainment dependant on the operation of the premises. Contact the 
licensing team for more information Licensing@havering.gov.uk. . 

6. The Application Process 
 
Making an Application 
 

6.1 Any application must be made in writing to the Licensing team using 
the prescribed application forms which can be downloaded from the 
Havering Council website. Both forms need to be completed. Please 
note that applications may take 8-12 weeks to determine. 
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6.2 Applicants for a licence must complete and return the application form 
together with: 

 Five sets of floor plans, drawn to scale and showing all means of 
entry and exit, any parts used in common with any other building 
and indicating how the premises lie in relation to the street: 

 Five sets of plans showing the existing and front elevation of the 
premises depicting all signage; 

 Five sets of plans (scale 1:500) showing the sex establishment in 
relation to other premises within 100 metres; 

 Five sets of plans (scale 1;50) showing the layout of the sex 
establishment; 

 The correct fee as set by the Council 
 
6.3 As part of the application process, applicants are required to post an 

A3 notice at the proposed site for 21 days, from the date the application 
is lodged with the Council, setting out the application details. Notices 
are available on the website. The notice must be posted in a prominent 
position for the whole of that time and be easily read by passers-by. 
The notice should contain as a minimum the following information:  

 The applicants name and address 

 The date of application  

 The category of licence being applied for, e.g. sex shop, sexual 
entertainment venue 

 The proposed hours during  which the premises will be used as a sex 
establishment 

 The application type ,e.g. grant, renewal, transfer, variation 

 The date of the application 

 The last date for receipt of objections and the address to send 
objections to. 

 
6.4 Applicants are also required to place a public notice in a local paper 

with a wide distribution in Havering at their expense. Suggested papers 
are the Romford Recorder and the Yellow Advertiser. The notice must 
as a minimum include: 

 

 The applicants name and address 

 The date of application  

 The category of licence being applied for, e.g. sex shop, sexual 
entertainment venue 

 The proposed hours during  which the premises will be used as a sex 
establishment 

 The application type ,e.g. grant, renewal, transfer, variation 

 The date of the application 
The last date for receipt of objections and the address to send objections to 
 A specimen advertisement is available on the Havering Council website. The 

newspaper notice should appear in the publication within 7 days of the 
application being lodged and should inform people that they have up to 
28 days from the date of the application in  which to object to the 
application.. 
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6.5 Officers from Building Control and the Fire Authority will inspect the 

premises to ensure that the required technical standards are met. If 
works are required to bring the building up to standard, the applicant 
will be notified.  Licences will not be issued until all required works are 
satisfactorily completed. 

 
6.6  As part of the established procedure for dealing with applications, noise 

officers are consulted, for example if there is the possibility of noise 
nuisance from amplified music. These officers may also carry out an 
inspection and recommend noise insulation work. Any conditions 
imposed by the Licensing Authority must be complied with at all times 
while the licence is in force. 

 
6.7 Comments on applications are also sought from Councillors, the Police, 

the Head of Regulatory Services and any other relevant person as 
deemed appropriate by the Council. 

 
6.8 Applicants are warned that any person who, in connection with an 

application for the grant renewal or transfer of a licence, makes a 
statement which s/he does not believe to be true, is guilty of an offence 
and liable to summary conviction to a fine not exceeding £20,000. 

 
6.9 Any licence approved does not constitute any approval under any other 

Acts (e.g. Town and country Planning Act 1990) or byelaws. The 
applicant must ensure that all other necessary consents and approvals 
are obtained prior to operation. 

 
6.10 The Council will not determine an application for grant of a licence 

unless the applicant allows an authorised officer of the Council a 
reasonable opportunity to enter the proposed sex establishment to 
make such examination and enquiries as may be necessary to 
determine the suitability of the applicant and the sex establishment. 

 
6.11 On the grant of a licence, the licence document will have the agreed 

days and hours of operation set out, together with any other specific 
and/or standard conditions applied.  Licence holders must comply with 
these. 

 
Renewal of Licences 
 

6.11 To continue operating as a sex establishment, licence holders must 
submit a renewal application in writing to the Licensing team on the 
prescribed form prior to the expiry date so that the licence can run 
consecutively. The lodging of an application automatically extends the 
duration of the licence until the application is dealt with.  

 
6.12 The Council will not determine an application for renewal of a licence 

unless the applicant allows an authorised officer a reasonable 
opportunity to enter the sex establishment to make such examination 
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and enquiries as may be necessary to determine the suitability of the 
applicant and the sex establishment. 

 
Variation of Licence 
 
6.13 The application form, with relevant plans and fee must be submitted to 
the Licensing team.  Please note that applications for variation of the licence 
are also subject to the site and newspaper notice requirements set out in the 
above paragraphs 6.3 and 6.4. 
 
6.14 Variation applications relate only to proposed changes to such matters 
as the hours and area of the premises covered by the licence.  Any changes 
in Licensee must be the subject of a transfer application. 
 
6.15 All opposed Variation applications for sex establishment licences must 
be referred to the Council‟s Licensing Sub-committee for decision.  Applicants 
must not operate any revised or varied arrangements until such an 
application has been approved and any revised or varied licence has been 
issued. 
 
 
Transfer of licence 
 
6.16 A transfer application must be submitted in writing . The Council will not 
determine an application for transfer of a licence unless the applicant allows 
an authorised officer a reasonable opportunity to enter the proposed sex 
establishment to make such examination and enquiries as may be necessary 
to determine the suitability of the applicant and the sex establishment. 
 
Representations on any Application 
 
6.17 Any person wishing to object to an application must submit a written 
representation within the 28 day consultation period specified to the licensing 
team setting out the ground of objection. 
 
6.18 The Council will consider the interests of the applicant and those of the 
local community in reaching a decision on a licence application. Valid 
representations must be made within 28 days of the application being 
submitted.  Representations made before the application is submitted can be 
taken into account 
 
6.19 The legislation dictates that, unless a person making representations. 
consents, their name and address shall not be revealed to the applicant.  
They may also be reluctant to appear before a hearing of the Licensing Sub 
Committee. There is no obligation for an objector to attend the hearing, written 
representations will be considered although the committee will give each 
appropriate weight.  
 
6.20 However, the ground of any objection made on the application must be 
provided to the applicant prior to the determination of the application.  The 
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report to the Licensing Sub-committee may have the full details of the 
objections, including any actions/undertakings proposed by the applicant to 
address matters raised. 
 
6.21Additionally, the applicant and any persons who have made 
representations and who wish to attend the hearing will have the opportunity 
to address the Licensing Sub-committee before the application is determined.   
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7. Duration of Licence 
 
7.1 Sex establishment licences may be granted for any period up to one 

year. 
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8. Appeals 
8.1 There are no rights of appeal for persons who have objected to the grant 
of a sex establishment licence nor for other statutory authorities. 
 
8.2. There is a right of appeal for applicants/licence holders in the following 
circumstances: 
• refusal to grant a new sex establishment licence 
• refusal to renew an existing sex establishment licence 
• refusal to transfer an existing sex establishment licence 
• refusal to vary an existing sex establishment licence 
• imposition of conditions on a sex establishment licence 
• revocation of a sex establishment licence 
 
8.3. However, an appeal may not be lodged where the Council‟s decision has 
been made on the basis that: 
I. the number of sex establishments, or sex establishments of a particular 
kind, in the relevant locality at the time the application is made is equal to or 
exceeds the number which the authority consider is appropriate for that 
locality 
II. the grant is inappropriate, having regard: 
i. to the character of the relevant locality 
ii. to the use to which any premises in the vicinity are put 
iii. to the layout, character or condition of the premises, 
vehicle, vessel or stall in respect of which the application 
is made. 
 
8.4. Any appeal to the Magistrates‟ Court must be made within 21 days from 
the date on which the person is notified of the decision or became aware 
of the condition. Where the Licensing Panel have given an oral decision 
with reasons at the end of a hearing, the time limit for lodging an appeal 
will start on that date. 
 
8.5. Where an appeal is lodged, the sex establishment licence remains in 
force until such time that the appeal is determined or abandoned. Where an 
appeal is lodged against conditions applied to a sex establishment licence, 
the conditions are deemed not to come into force until the determination or 
abandonment of the appeal. 
 
8.6. There is a further and final right of appeal from the Magistrates Court to 
the Crown Court. This may be brought by the applicant/licence holder or 
the Council. The Council are not obliged to give effect to any order of the 
Magistrates Court until the time limit for the bringing of an appeal to the 
Crown Court has expired and, if such an appeal is brought, until the 
abandonment or determination of the appeal. 
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Regulations prescribing Standard conditions for Sex Establishment 
Licences. 
 
In these regulations, the expressions "sex cinema", "sex shop", “sex 
article",”sex encounter establishment”, “hostess bar” and “sexual 
entertainment venue” have the meaning ascribed to them in Schedule 3 of the 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 as amended by the 
Police and Crime Act 2009. “The Council" means the Council of the London 
Borough of Havering. “Licence holder” means the person or organisation 
named as the holder of the sex establishment licence for the premises 
granted by the London Borough of Havering for the time being in force. 
“Licensed premises” means the premises licensed by the London Borough of 
Havering to be used as a sex establishment. In the event of any conflict 
between these regulations and any special conditions contained in a licence 
relating to a sex establishment, the special conditions shall prevail. 
 
General Conditions 
1. The licence holder shall retain control over all portions of the premises as 
defined on the approved premises plan, and shall not let, license or part 
with possession of any part of the licensed premises. 
 
2. The public shall not be permitted to have access to any part or parts of the 
licensed premises other than those which have been approved by the 
London Borough of Havering as per the plan submitted to the Council at 
the time the licence was granted. 
 
3. No person under the age of eighteen shall be admitted to the licensed 
premises whilst the sex establishment licence is being used and prominent 
notices shall be displayed at each entrance to the premises to that effect. 
 
4. No person aged under eighteen shall be employed to work at the licensed 

premises in any capacity, or allowed to work in the premises on a self- 
employed basis. 
 
5. No part of the licensed premises shall be used by prostitutes for the 
purpose of solicitation or otherwise exercising their trade. 
 
6. Where the licensee is a body corporate or an unincorporated body, any 
change of director, company secretary or other person responsible for the 
management of the body is to be notified in writing to the Council within 14 
days of such change and such details as the Council may require in 
respect of any new director, secretary or manager are to be furnished 
within 14 days of any written request by the Council. 
 
7. The premises layout shall allow all public parts of the premises to be easily 
supervised by premises management, staff and door supervisors at all 
times, save for public toilet areas which shall be checked at least at hourly 
intervals to ensure such areas are not being used for any improper 
purposes and are in a clean and useable condition. 
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8. No change of use of any portion of the licensed premises from that 
approved by the Council shall be made until the Council's consent in 
writing has been obtained. 
 
9. No access shall be permitted through the licensed premises to any other 
premises adjoining or adjacent except in the case of emergency. 
 
10. No alterations or additions, either internal or external, and whether 
permanent or temporary, shall be made to the structure, lighting or layout 
of the licensed premises except with the prior written approval of the 
Council. 
 
11. The windows and openings of the licensed premises shall be of material 
or covered with material which will render the interior of the premises invisible 
to passers by. 
 
12. The external doors to the licensed premises shall be fitted with a device to 
provide for their automatic closure and such devices shall be maintained in 
good working order. 
 
13. The licence holder shall ensure that the sex establishment licence or a 
certified copy shall be prominently exhibited at the premises in a position 
where it can be clearly seen by patrons of the premises. For the purposes of 
this section, a certified copy of the licence shall be a copy certified as a 
true copy by the holder of the licence or his solicitor and appropriately 
signed and dated with the date the copy was certified. 
 
Touting for Business 
14. There shall be no touting for business for the premises by way of flyer, 
persons holding advertising boards, branded vehicles or personal 
solicitation. 
 
Premises Appearance 
15. There shall be no display of any form of imagery or 
photographs that are offensive to public decency. The Council‟s opinion shall 
be final. 
 
. 16. No display or advertisement of the activities permitted by the sex 
establishment licence shall be exhibited so as to be visible from outside of 
the premises except:- 
− any notice required to be displayed by law, by these regulations, 
or by any condition of the sex establishment licence granted by 
the Council 
− the name of the premises as specified in the sex establishment 
licence 
− the hours of opening of the premises 
− notice of any admission charge to the premises 
unless the Council has given its prior consent in writing that such display 
or advertisement may be used. 
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CCTV Conditions 
17. A CCTV system shall be installed and working to the satisfaction of the 
Police and the Council. The system shall cover the whole of the parts of the 
premises to which the public have access, with the exception of individual 
toilet cubicles. This shall include external areas of the premises including the 
area immediately outside any entrance to, or exit from, the premises. 
 
18. CCTV monitors covering the premises shall be available in the foyer or 
reception area of the premises where they can immediately be viewed by 
Police and Council officers during an inspection of the premises. This 
condition does not preclude further monitors being located in other parts of 
the premises. 
 
19. Notices shall be displayed at the entrance to the premises, and in 
prominent positions throughout the licensed premises, advising that CCTV 
is in operation. 
 
20. The CCTV shall record continuously the entire time that any member of 
the public is present on the licensed sex establishment.  
 

21. Recordings shall be of a sufficient quality to clearly identify persons on the 
Recordings 
 
22. Recordings shall be retained for a minimum period of 31 days. 
 
23. Copies of the recordings shall be made available to the Police and the 
Council on request. 
 
24. Any defect in the operation of the CCTV system shall be notified 
immediately to the Police Licensing Team and the Council in writing and 
by telephone, and the licence holder shall ensure that repairs to the CCTV 
system are effected as soon as reasonably practicable. 
 
25. Where any part of the CCTV system is non operational, the licence holder 
shall comply with any direction from the Metropolitan Police or the Council 
not to use certain parts of the licensed premises for the purposes of the 
sex establishment licence 
 
Additional Conditions for Sex Shops 
26. No sex articles shall be displayed in such a manner that they can be seen 
by persons outside the sex establishment. 
 
27. The licensee shall ensure that no employee or any other person shall seek 
to obtain custom for the sex establishment by means of personal solicitation 
outside or in the vicinity of the premises. 
 
28. Any change of staff employed at the licensed premises shall be notified in 
writing to the Council within 14 days of the change. 
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29. All sex articles and other things displayed within the licensed premises 
shall be clearly marked to show to persons who are inside the premises 
the respective prices being charged (inclusive of VAT). 
 
30. All goods offered for sale, hire, exchange or loan shall be available for 
inspection prior to supply and a notice to this effect is to be prominently 
displayed within the premises. 
 
Additional Conditions for Sexual Entertainment Venues 
31. The layout of the premises shall be such that performers cannot be seen 
from outside the premises. 
 
32. Performers/dancers may not stand in lobby, reception or foyer areas or 
outside the 
premises entrance for the purposes of greeting customers or encouraging 
customers to enter the venue. 
 
33. The licence holder shall nominate a Duty Manager for the premises on 
each occasion they are open to the public and being used for the purposes 
of providing relevant entertainment. 
 
34. The licence holder shall ensure the name of the Duty Manager is 
displayed in the foyer or reception of the premises so the name can easily 
be viewed by Police or authorised Council officers carrying out an 
inspection of the premises, or otherwise by persons using the venue.  
 

35. The Duty Manager shall be responsible for ensuring the premises operate 
in accordance with the conditions applicable to the sex establishment 
licence. 
 
36. The Duty Manager shall remain on the premises while they are on duty 
save in the event of an emergency situation. 
 
37. Door supervisors registered with the Security Industry Authority shall be 
provided at the premises in sufficient numbers to ensure that: 
• each entrance and exit at the premises used by the public are manned 
by at least two door supervisors 
• all public areas of the premises are continually monitored to ensure the 
Dancers and Customers Codes of Conduct and any licence conditions 
are being complied with 
• persons breaching the Customers Code of Conduct or otherwise behaving in 
a disorderly manner can be safely ejected from the premises. 
 
Requirements for a Code of Conduct for Dancers 
38. There shall be a Code of Conduct for Dancers in place at the venue that 
has been agreed in writing by the licence holder, the Council and the 
Metropolitan Police. 
 
39. The Code of Conduct shall, as a minimum, contain the conditions set out 
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in the section below entitled “Sexual Entertainment Venues - Code of 
Conduct for Dancers”. 
 
40. No change shall be made to the Dancer‟s Code of Conduct without the 
prior written consent of the Council and the Metropolitan Police. 
 
41. The Dancers Code of Conduct must state that dancers who do not comply 
with the Code of Conduct will face disciplinary contractual sanctions. 
proceedings. 
 
42. The licence holder shall require all dancers to sign an acknowledgement 
that they have received a copy of the Dancer‟s Code of Conduct and have 
read and understood its contents and shall comply with such Code of 
Conduct at all times they are working at the premises as dancers. 
 
43. The licence holder shall retain original records showing that each dancer 
has signed to acknowledge receipt of the Dancer‟s Code of Conduct and 
Disciplinary Procedure as described above. 
 
44. A copy of the sections of the Dancer‟s Code of Conduct relevant to 
customers shall be prominently displayed in each area of the premises to 
which the public have access, including toilet areas, and in any area used 
as a changing/dressing room for dancers. 
 
45. The premises management and staff (including security staff) shall be 
aware of the content of the Dancer‟s Code of Conduct and shall ensure it 
is complied with. 
. 
Requirements for a Code of Conduct for Customers 
46. There shall be a Code of Conduct for Customers in place at the venue that 
has been agreed in writing by the licence holder, the Council and the 
Metropolitan Police. 
 
47. The Code of Conduct shall, as a minimum, contain the conditions set out 
in the section below entitled “Sexual Entertainment Venues - Code of 
Conduct for Customers”. 
 
48. The Code of Conduct for Customers shall be displayed in prominent 
positions throughout the premises where it is visible to all customers. 
 
49. No change shall be made to the Customers Code of Conduct without the 
prior written consent of the Council and the Metropolitan Police. 
 
50. The Customer‟s Code of Conduct must state that customers who do not 
comply with the Code of Conduct will be ejected from the premises. 
 
51. The premises management and staff (including security staff) shall be 
aware of the content of the Customer‟s Code of Conduct and shall ensure 
it is complied with. 
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52. Where a customer breaches the Customers Code of Conduct, this shall be 
recorded in the incident log. 
 
53. If management are made aware of a customer repeatedly breaching the 
rules of the Customers Code of Conduct, they shall eject that customer 
from the premises. 
 
Disciplinary Procedure 
54. A disciplinary procedure shall be in place to deal with dancers who breach 
the Dancer‟s Code of Conduct. The disciplinary procedure shall be 
detailed in writing and a copy of it provided to each dancer who works at 
the premises. 
 
55. The licence holder shall require all dancers to sign an acknowledgement 
that they have been provided with a copy of the house Disciplinary 
Procedure and have read and understood its contents. 
 
56. The Disciplinary Procedure shall not include provision to “fine” dancers or 
otherwise impose pecuniary penalties. Action taken may include verbal or 
written warnings, suspension of the dancer‟s right to perform at the 
premises, or revocation of the dancer‟s right to perform at the premises. 
 
Sexual Entertainment Venues - Code of Conduct for Dancers 
57. The Dancer‟s Code of Conduct shall include the following conditions as a 
minimum: 
a. Dancers may not intentionally touch a customer during a 
performance. 
b. Dancers may not permit a customer to touch them during a 
performance. 
c. Dancers may not straddle the customer. 
d. If a customer attempts to touch or speak to a dancer 
inappropriately, the dancer shall stop the performance and advise 
the customer of the rules of the Code of Conduct. If the customer 
persists in inappropriate behaviour, the dancer shall stop the 
performance and inform premises management immediately. 
e. Dancers may not intentionally touch the genitals, anus or breasts of 
another dancer, nor knowingly permit another dancer to touch their 
genitals, anus or breasts. 
f. Dancers shall not solicit for gratuities or payment for sexual favours. 
g. Dancers shall not engage in any act of prostitution, i.e. the receiving 
of gratuities or payment for sexual favours. 
h. Dancers may not perform any act which simulates masturbation, 
oral sex or sexual intercourse, including the insertion of any object, 
including their own finger, in to the anus or vagina. 
i. Dancers may not touch their own breasts, anus or genitals with their 
fingers, lips or tongue. 
j. Dancers may not be in the company of a customer unless it is in an 
area of the premises that is open to the public. 
k. Dancers shall not perform if under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 
l. If a customer engages in acts of masturbation or other sexual 
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behaviour, the dancer shall cease the performance immediately and 
inform the premises management. 
m. Dancers shall use the dressing room facilities provided for their 
exclusive use to change for their performance. 
n. Dancers shall only use the smoking area provided specifically for 
their use. 
o. Dancers shall only use the sanitary facilities specifically provided for 
their use. 
p. Dancers shall not leave the premises or otherwise be visible outside 
the premises, including for smoking breaks, unless dressed in 
suitable attire, e.g. outerwear consisting of coat or top and skirt or 
trousers so lingerie or other performance costume is not visible. 
q. All dancers shall comply with this Code of Conduct. Any failure to 
adhere to the Code of Conduct shall render the dancer subject to 
the house Disciplinary Rules, a copy of which has been provided to 
each dancer. 
 
 
Sexual Entertainment Venues - Code of Conduct for Customers 
58. The Customers Code of Conduct shall include the following conditions as 
a minimum: 
a. Customers may not touch dancers during a performance. 
b. Customers may not make lewd or offensive remarks to dancers. 
c. Customers may not harass or intimidate dancers. 
d. Customers may not ask dancers to perform any sexual favour. 
e. Customers may not perform acts of masturbation or indulge in other 
sexual behaviour. 
f. Any customer failing to adhere to the Customers Code of Conduct 
will be ejected from the premises. 
 
Private Booths 
59. Private booths shall not be provided at the licensed premises. 
Dancers Private Work Areas 
 
60. A designated dressing room area shall be provided for dancer‟s exclusive 
use. Such dressing room shall be secured so as not to be accessible to 
members of the public and shall be sufficient to enable dancers to change 
privately. 
 
61. Dancers shall be provided with their own sanitary facilities separate from 
those used by customers. 
 
62. A secure external area shall be provided for dancers to smoke without 
coming into contact with customers. 
 
Dancers Welfare Policy 
63. The licence holder shall have a Dancers Welfare Policy in place at the 
premises. 
 
64. The Policy shall, as a minimum, state that 
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• any dancer concerned about the behaviour of a customer shall report 
the incident immediately to the Duty Manager who shall take immediate 
action to resolve the matter 
• staff members must constantly supervise the behaviour of customers at 
the premises and shall intervene where any customer is breaching the 
Code of Conduct for Customers or is otherwise causing alarm or distress to a 
dancer 
• any customer behaving inappropriately will be ejected from the venue 
• dancers shall be provided with free drinking water on request 
 
General Provisions 
65. The licence holder shall obtain a photocopy of the passport of each 
dancer that works at the premises and shall certify the copy as being a true 
copy by signing and dating the photocopy together with their name and job 
title. 
 
66. The licence holder shall undertake reasonable checks to ensure each 
dancer is eligible to work in the United Kingdom and shall not allow dancers 
ineligible to work in the UK to work at the premises. 
 
67. The licence holder shall maintain written records of all dancers working at 
the premises. The records shall show the dancer‟s full name, home address, 
date of birth and a certified photocopy of their passport and the date the 
dancer was provided with the Dancers Code of Conduct and Disciplinary 
Procedure. Such records shall be kept on the licensed premises and 
produced for inspection by Police and authorised Council officers on request. 
Any instances of the dancer breaching the Dancers Code of Conduct shall be 
recorded on the dancer‟s record showing the date and time of the incident and 
details of the breach that occurred. 
 
68. Dancers under the age of eighteen shall not be permitted to work at the 
premises. 
 
69. Dancers shall not be permitted to perform if they are clearly under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs. 
 
70. The licence holder shall ensure that an incident log is maintained at the 
premises. The incident log shall, as a minimum, give details of: 
• any ejections from the premises 
• any refused admissions 
• any refused sales 
• any inappropriate behaviour by guests 
• any failure in the CCTV system 
• any incidents of crime or disorder 
• any complaints made by the public, guests or dancers 
 
71. The record shall show the date, the time of the incident, the name of the 
staff member reporting the incident, a brief description of the customer 
involved/name of dancer where appropriate and brief details of the incident 
and any action taken by the staff. 
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72. The incident log shall be completed as soon as reasonably practicable 
after any incident has occurred. 
 
73. The incident log shall be kept in a place where it can be easily accessed 
by staff working at the premises and all staff shall be aware of the location 
of the incident log and the need to complete it in the case of any of the 
circumstances described above. 
 
74. The licence holder shall ensure the incident log is checked periodically 
and at least at monthly intervals to ensure that staff are completing the 
incident log. 
 
75. The incident log shall be made available for inspection to Police or 
authorised Council officers on request. 
 
Additional Rules for Premises Used as Sex Cinemas 
 
76. No film shall be exhibited unless: 
(i) it has been passed by the British Board of Film Classification as a 
U, PG, 12, 15, 18 or RESTRICTED (18) film and no notice of 
objection to its exhibition has been given by the Council, or 
(ii) the film has been passed by the Council as U, PG, 12, 15, 18 or 
RESTRICTED (18) with the London Borough of Havering being the 
name of the Council. 
 
77. If the licence holder is notified by the Council in writing that it objects to the 
exhibition of a film specifying the grounds of objection, such film shall not 
be exhibited. 
 
78. Not less than 28 days notice in writing shall be given to the Council of any 
proposal to exhibit any film which has not been classified as specified 
above. Such a film may only be exhibited if consent has been obtained 
from the Council in writing and in accordance with the terms of any such 
written consent. 
 
79. When the programme includes a film in the 12, 15 or 18 category no 
person appearing to be under the age of 12, 15 or 18 as appropriate shall 
be admitted to any part of the programme. 
 
80. If the Council does not agree with the category of any film as passed by 
the British Board of Film Classification, it may alter the category or prohibit 
the showing of the film. 
 
81. On notice of alteration of category being given by the Council to the 
licence holder, the film shall thereafter be treated as being in the altered 
category and the conditions applicable to the exhibition of films in the 
altered category shall be observed. 
 
82. Immediately before each exhibition at the premises of a film (other than a 
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current newsreel) passed by the British Board of Film Classification there 
shall be exhibited on the screen for at least 10 seconds in such a manner 
as to be easily read by all persons in the auditorium a reproduction of the 
certificate of the Board or, as regards a trailer, of the statement approved 
by the Board indicating the category of the film. 
 
83. For a film passed by the Council, notices shall be conspicuously displayed 
both inside and outside the premises so patrons entering can easily read 
them. The notices shall state without the addition of any other words: 
LONDON BOROUGH OF HAVERING 
(Here insert title of film) 
has been passed by the London Borough of Havering as 
(here insert the definition of the category and the category assigned) 
 
84. Where a trailer is to be exhibited advertising a film passed by the Council, 
the notice shall state: 
LONDON BOROUGH OF HAVERING 
*......trailer advertising +.....film 
(*Here insert the category of the trailer) 
(+Here insert the category of the film) 
 
85. Every poster, advertisement, photograph, sketch, synopsis or programme 
relating to a film (other than a current news-reel) exhibited, or to be 
exhibited at the premises, shall indicate clearly the category of the film. 
 
86. The licence holder shall ensure that an incident log is maintained at the 
premises. The log shall, as a minimum, give details of: 
a. any ejections from the premises 
b. any refused admissions 
c. any refused sales 
d. any inappropriate behaviour by guests 
f. any failure in the CCTV system 
g. any incidents of crime or disorder 
h. any complaints made by the public or guests 
 
87. The record shall show the date, the time of the incident, the name of the 
staff member reporting the incident, a brief description of the customer 
involved where appropriate and brief details of the incident and any action 
taken by the staff. 
 
88. The incident log shall be completed as soon as reasonably practicable 
after any incident has occurred. 
 
89. The incident log shall be kept in a place where it can be easily accessed 
by staff working at the premises and all staff shall be aware of the location 
of the incident log and the need to complete it in the case of any of the 
circumstances described above. 
 
90. The licence holder shall ensure the incident log is checked periodically 
and at least on intervals of one month apart to ensure that staff are completing 
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the incident log. 
 
91. The incident log shall be made available for inspection to Police or 
authorised Council officers on request. 
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Appendix 1 

Character and Locality Maps by Ward 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report  
Brooklands 
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Brooklands ward contains a population of 14,626 which equates to 
approximately 6% of Havering‟s residents.  21% of Brooklands‟ population is 
young people while 13% is older people.  30% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 16% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 6,234 households. 
 
The ward contains: 

 two primary schools and one secondary school 

 twenty-two communal establishments 

 two faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one hospital 

 one leisure centre 

 three parks with sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Cranham 
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Cranham ward contains a population of 12,732 which equates to 
approximately 5% of Havering‟s residents.  17% of Cranham‟s population is 
young people while 23% is older people.  39% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 19% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,275 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 one communal establishment 

 three faith group premises 

 one primary school and one secondary school 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one parent/toddler group 

 two leisure centres 

 four parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Elm Park 
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Elm Park ward contains a population of 12,567 which equates to 
approximately 5% of Havering‟s residents.  18% of Elm Park‟s population is 
young people while 20% is older people.  35% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 14% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,205 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 one children‟s centre 

 one faith group premises 

 seven parks containing sports pitches 

 three primary schools, one junior school and one infant school. 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Gooshays 
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Gooshays ward contains a population of 14,843 which equates to 
approximately 6% of Havering‟s residents.  19% of Gooshays‟ population is 
young people while 18% is older people.  27% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 14% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 6,100 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two children‟s centres 

 seven communal establishments 

 one crèche 

 one infant school, one junior school, two primary schools, one 
secondary school, one special school and one independent 
school 

 One college campus 

 nine faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one leisure centre 

 five parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Hacton 
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Hacton ward contains a population of 12,501 which equates to approximately 
5% of Havering‟s residents.  17% of Hacton‟s population is young people 
while 20% is older people.  41% of the ward‟s residents are married, of which 
18% have dependent children.  The population of the ward occupy 5,052 
households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two children‟s centres 

 eight communal establishments 

 one crèche 

 two primary schools and one secondary school 

 thirteen faith group premises 

 two health centres/clinics 

 two hospitals 

 two parent/toddler groups 

 two leisure centres 

 five parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Harold Wood 
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Harold Wood ward contains a population of 12,749  which equates to 
approximately 5% of Havering‟s residents.  18% of Harold Wood‟s population 
is young people while 17% is older people.  33% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 14% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,628 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 one children‟s centre 

 three primary schools and one secondary school 

 seven communal establishments 

 two faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 eight parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Havering Park 
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Havering Park ward contains a population of 12,719 which equates to 
approximately 5% of Havering‟s residents.  21% of Havering Park‟s population 
is young people while 16% is older people.  34% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 15% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,181 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two children‟s centres 

 three primary schools, one secondary school and one 
independent school 

 two communal establishments 

 three faith group premises 

 five parent/toddler groups 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Heaton 
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Heaton ward contains a population of 12,464 which equates to approximately 
5% of Havering‟s residents.  22% of Heaton‟s population is young people 
while 17% is older people.  40% of the ward‟s residents are married, of which 
13% have dependent children.  The population of the ward occupy 5,395 
households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 one breakfast club 

 one primary school, one junior school, one infant school and one 
special school 

 eight communal establishments 

 three faith group premises 

 three parent/toddler groups 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Hylands 
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Hylands ward contains a population of 12,981 which equates to approximately 
5% of Havering‟s residents.  18% of Hylands‟ population is young people 
while 16% is older people.  42% of the ward‟s residents are married, of which 
10% have dependent children.  The population of the ward occupy 5,075 
households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two breakfast clubs 

 two primary schools, one junior school, one infant school and 
one secondary school 

 twelve communal establishments 

 three faith group premises 

 one parent/toddler group 

 one leisure centre 

 two parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Mawneys 
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Mawneys ward contains a population of 12,718 which equates to 
approximately 5% of Havering‟s residents.  20% of Mawneys‟ population is 
young people while 18% is older people.  36% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 17% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,381 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two primary schools, one infant school and one junior school 

 two communal establishments 

 five faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one parent/toddler group 

 five parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Pettits 
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Pettits ward contains a population of 12,907 which equates to approximately 
5% of Havering‟s residents.  18% of Pettits‟ population is young people while 
20% is older people.  44% of the ward‟s residents are married, of which 19% 
have dependent children.  The population of the ward occupy 5,239 
households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two primary schools, two junior schools, two infant schools and 
one secondary school 

 four communal establishments 

 two faith group premises 

 one parent/toddler group 

 five parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Rainham & Wennington 
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Rainham & Wennington ward contains a population of 12,659 which equates 
to approximately 5% of Havering‟s residents.  19% of Rainham & 
Wennington‟s population is young people while 17% is older people.  35% of 
the ward‟s residents are married, of which 15% have dependent children.  The 
population of the ward occupy 5,092 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 three primary schools and one secondary school 

 one children‟s centre 

 two communal establishments 

 two faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one leisure centre 

 four parks containing sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Romford Town 
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Romford Town ward contains a population of 15,528  which equates to just 
7% of Havering‟s residents.  19% of Romford Towns‟ population is young 
people while 13% is older people.  28% of the ward‟s residents are married, of 
which 13% have dependent children.  The population of the ward occupy 
7,398 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two primary schools, one secondary school and two 
independent schools 

 two breakfast clubs 

 one children‟s centre 

 thirteen communal establishments 

 two crèches 

 twenty faith group premises 

 two health centres/clinics 

 one hospital 

 two parent/toddler groups 

 one leisure centre 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
South Hornchurch 
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South Hornchurch ward contains a population of 13,139 which equates to just 
over 5% of Havering‟s residents.  20% of South Hornchurch‟s population is 
young people while 17% is older people.  32% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 14% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,594 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 one infant school, one junior school, two primary schools and 
one secondary school 

 one children‟s centre 

 one communal establishment 

 four faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one parent/toddler group 

 two parks with sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Squirrels Heath 
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Squirrels Heath ward contains a population of 12,770 which equates to just 
over 5% of Havering‟s residents.  18% of Squirrels Heath‟s population is 
young people while 17% is older people.  34% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 16% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,601 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 two junior schools, two infant schools, one secondary school 
and one independent school 

 four communal establishments 

 one crèche 

 five faith group premises 

 two parent/toddler groups 

 one park with a sports pitch 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
St Andrew’s 
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St Andrews ward contains a population of 13,287 which equates to 
approximately 6% of Havering‟s residents.  17% of St Andrews‟ population is 
young people while 20% is older people.  36% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 16% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,833 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 one primary school, one infant school, one junior school and one 
secondary school 

 one children‟s centre 

 six communal establishments 

 four faith group premises 

 two health centres/clinics 

 three leisure centres 

 one park with sports pitches 
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Sex Establishment Licensing Policy Ward Report 
Upminster 
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Upminster ward contains a population of 13,304 which equates to 
approximately 6% of Havering‟s residents.  17% of Upminster‟s population is 
young people while 21% is older people.  44% of the ward‟s residents are 
married, of which 21% have dependent children.  The population of the ward 
occupy 5,217 households. 
 
The ward contains: 
 

 three primary schools, one junior school, one infant school, three 
secondary schools, one special school and one independent 
school 

 one children‟s centre 

 seven communal establishments 

 six faith group premises 

 one health centre/clinic 

 one parent/toddler group 

 two leisure centres 
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